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GAMES

Tide Of irOn: STalingrad
Fight through the ashes of the ravaged 
city to claim Stalingrad as your own in this 
expansion to Tide of Iron, recreating the 
vicious, house-to-house fighting between 
the Soviet and German armies in the 
city of Stalingrad. Stalingrad introduces 
a full set of Soviet infantry, the German 
StuG III E and Panzer III, the Soviet 
T-34/76, and the T-70 light tank, and 
includes 12 urban terrain maps, eight new 
scenarios, and strategy cards that let you 
experience the brutal street fighting of the 
Battle of Stalingrad. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013.  
1AG TD07..................................$79.99

PaThfinder: herOeS 
Of The fenian Triarchy
Play as Boggards, Feykissed, Grippli, 
Half-Elves, Humans, or Lizardfolk! Train 
as a warrior poet, otherworld druid, wild 
huntsman, whisky runner, cunning-folk, 
bog witch, taseck, or vate of Chiuta. Visit 
the legendary distilleries of Greenwall, 
the evershifting City of Boats, the grand 
markets of MacCool, or walk the green 
in Siobhan. Adventure is within your 
reach with Heroes of the Fenian Triarchy, 
a Pathfinder-compatible supplement 
for the Lands of Porphyra campaign 
setting packed with new spells, psionic 
powers, wondrous items, and equipment. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
S2P 4WF201 ..............................$14.99

Drake: The 
Dragon Wargame
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  

drake: The dragOn 
Wargame rulebOOk
Ancient dragons have awoken on the 
continent of Dara and are crushing the 
local inhabitants, raising mighty armies 
and going to war! Wage battles as 
powerful dragon leaders and command 
beastly minions and subjugated human 
warriors in your quest for resources 
and dominance in the 28mm-scale 
fantasy tabletop skirmish game Drake: 
The Dragon Wargame! This hardcover 
rulebook features details on Drake’s 
unique game mechanics, and includes 
an overview of the lore of Dara and 
background information on the various 
factions introduced in the game.
AGM DR1010 ............................$34.99

AlliAnce GAme 
Distributors

game Trade magazine #164
GTM contains articles on gameplay, 
previews and reviews, game related 
fiction, and self contained games and 
game modules, along with solicitation 
information on upcoming game releases.
GTM 164 .................................$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

1A GAmes

4 WinDs 
FAntAsy GAminG

Action GAmes 
miniAtures

garrick army bOx
AGM DR1003 ..........................$124.95

garrick incurSiOn SeT
AGM DR1009 ............................$54.95

riSh army bOx
AGM DR1001 ..........................$124.95

garrick STarTer SeT
AGM DR1006 ............................$76.95

riSh incurSiOn SeT
AGM DR1007 ............................$54.95

riSh STarTer SeT
AGM DR1004 ............................$76.95

Saan army bOx
AGM DR1002 ..........................$124.95

Saan STarTer SeT
AGM DR1005 ............................$76.95

Saan incurSiOn SeT
AGM DR1008 ............................$54.95

legend Of The five ringS ccg: 
gaTeS Of chaOS
The enemy of the Colonies stands revealed! 
The mad dragon P’an Ku, a fundamental 
force of madness and destruction, has 
manipulated the Great Clans for its 
own unfathomable purposes. Madness, 
war, and disgrace now run rampant 
in Rokugan! Who will prevail between 
the samurai and the mad divinity? You 
decide with Gates of Chaos, a 150-card 
expansion for the Legend of the Five 
Rings Collectible Card Game designed 
for use with both the Emperor and Ivory 
Arc Editions. 11-cards per pack / 48 
boosters per display. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
BOOsTEr Display (48)
AEG 16710-D ..........................$181.92
BOOsTEr pack
AEG 16710-S ...............................$3.79

legend Of The 
five ringS ccg: POker
Play Your Hand! This limited edition, 54-
card Poker Deck features a selection of the 
most stunning character art from the world 
of the Legend of the Five Rings CCG, from 
critically acclaimed artists including Steve 
Argyle, Douglas Shuler, Charles Urbach, 
and Mario Wibisono.  Scheduled to ship 
in September 2013. NOTE: This item is 
sold to retailers in full displays. Please 
contact your retailer for availability.
DEck
AEG 16700-S ...............................$7.99
DEck Display (6)
AEG 16700-D ............................$47.94

lOve leTTer: kanai facTOry
Love Letter has become a worldwide hit 
with its simple yet deep gameplay by 
designer Seiji Kanai. With only 16 cards, 
it contains hours of fun for everyone 
as you attempt to win the heart of the 
beautiful princess, while preventing your 
challengers from doing the same! This 
Limited Edition features the art from the 
edition of Love Letter originally released 
in Japan. Offered in 24-count displays. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. NOTE: 
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
limiTED EDiTiON
AEG 5105-S .................................$9.99
limiTED EDiTiON Display
AEG 5105-D ..............................$59.95

legend Of The five ringS rPg: 
The bOOk Of fire
Fire is the fiercest and most destructive 
of the five elements, the burning passion 
that drives men both to war and to create 
in equal measure. The third in a series of 
elemental sourcebooks for the Legend of the 
Five Rings Roleplaying Game, The Book of 
Fire explores the many aspects of samurai 
culture that center upon the tempestuous 
Fire Ring and its aspects. From the silent 
intensity of the poet to the blazing chaos 
of the field of battle, every aspect of the 
fearsome essence of Fire will be examined. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
AEG 3312 ..................................$39.99

AlDerAc 
entertAinment Group
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SmaSh uP: The ObligaTOry 
cThulhu exPanSiOn
The Obligatory Cthulhu Set features 
crazy Cthulhu cultists, fishy Innsmouth 
locals, horrifying Elder Things, and good-
old Miskatonic University members (the 
Fightin’ Cephalopods) thrust into the chaos 
of Smash Up! This set also introduces a 
new card type (“Madness”), that each 
of these groups use to various effects. 
But, remember... Madness brings you 
power - for a price! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013.  
AEG 5503 ..................................$19.99

cOlOur Primer gun meTal
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
TAP CP3025 ...............................$14.99

nighTfall: eaSTern SkieS
The war for the eternal night rages around 
the world, and nowhere is it more bizarre 
than in the Far East. A fully functional city 
in India nearly untouched by the Nightfall, 
uncontrolled ghouls from the seas, and 
strange happenings in the skies are only 
the beginning. Featuring the all-new “Link” 
mechanic allowing for faster play, this 
expansion for Nightfall can be played as a 
standalone game or combined with other 
Nightfall expansions for enhanced play. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
AEG 5307 ..................................$39.99

zOmbieS 101
A friendly, accessible guide to the 
wonderful world of zombie mayhem in 
all its forms, Zombies 101 combines clear, 
basic answers to common first questions 
with lists, guidelines, and overviews of 
zombies in anthropology, science, and 
pop-culture alike. Written by Kenneth Hite 
and His Brains Trust, Zombies 101 features 
frightfully fun cartoon art by Drew Pocza. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
PSI AOP1003 .............................$12.95

O/a POWer rangerS ccg: 
univerSe Of hOPe
Join the battle against evil and defend 
the world with Universe of Hope, the 
latest expansion for the Power Rangers 
Action Card Game! Wield the power of 
over 120 brand-new cards, including 
megazords and rangers from such series 
as Zeo, Time Force, Dino Thunder, Wild 
Force, and Jungle Fury! Plus, Universe of 
Hope introduces powerful “Team” cards, 
featuring every ranger from their respective 
series on a single card! Universe of Hope 
is introduced in 40-card Theme Decks (two 
20-Card Decks - Megaforce and Samurai), 
one Die, and a Game Mat offered in 
8-count displays, as well as 10-card 
boosters packed in 15-count displays.
BOOsTEr Display (15)
BAI 23846-D ..............................$59.85
ThEmE Display (8)
BAI 23848-D ..............................$79.92

glOOm: unquieT dead
The families of Gloom have many 
skeletons in their closets. In Unquiet 
Dead, the spooks come out to play! Mad 
scientists can reanimate relatives or invent 
invisibility. Vampires and shapeshifters 
can terrorize the townsfolk and go mad in 
the moonlight. Will you give up the ghost, 
or will you hold onto it? Just mix the 55 
transparent cards in this set together with 
your copy of Gloom to add morbid new 
Modifiers, Events, and Untimely Deaths. 
Unquiet Dead also introduces Stories, 
Undead, and Timing Symbols to the 
madness of Gloom. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013.  
ATG 1255 ..................................$14.95

rOmance Of The nine emPireS
Celebrating the 15th Anniversary World 
Championship Edition of Romance of the 
Nine Empires, this boxed set holds the 
decks used by the top-placing players for 
each faction that made it to the quaterfinals 
at the 2012 World Championships at Gen 
Con Indy, and immortalized in Dead 
Gentlemen’s documentary The Gamers: 
Hands of Fate. Romance of the Nine 
Empires comes complete with five playable 
faction decks, bonus cards selected by 
fans, and assorted tokens and markers. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
AEG 5371 ..................................$39.99

O/a ulTimaTe WereWOlf: 
inquiSiTiOn
A terrible thing is happening in a local 
village: werewolves are responsible for 
the deaths of many villagers. Unable to 
determine who among themselves are 
werewolves, they’ve called in a group 
of master inquisitors to help sort out this 
mess before it’s too late. That’s where you 
and your team come in. You no sooner 
get started on this project when you 
discover that there’s a problem - there are 
werewolves on your team of inquisitors! 
Ultimate Werewolf: Inquisition is a stand-
alone game of deduction, secrets, and 
betrayal...with no elimination! 
BEZ UWIN ..................................$24.99

the Army pAinter 

AtlAs GAmes

Atomic 
overminD press

bAnDAi AmericA

OFFErED aGaiN

bezier GAmes

OFFErED aGaiN

O/a yOu Suck
All your life all you’ve wanted was to have 
the best, the biggest, and the most awesome 
tick collection in the world. With You Suck,  
the “tick-taking” game, that dream is close 
to becoming a reality. Using a suited deck, 
you and your opponents play cards onto 
seven different ticks, each with a unique 
power. Take advantage of these powers 
to ensure that you’ll match your bid and 
capture even more ticks. You’ll score points 
for bidding correctly and for capturing 
special bonus point ticks! 
BEZ YUSO ..................................$19.99

cOlOSSeum Puzzle 
(300 large PieceS)
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
BFG 2531 .......................................... PI

buFFAlo GAmes

neuSchWanSTein caSTle 
Puzzle (300 large PieceS)
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
BFG 2526 .......................................... PI

The SenTry Puzzle (500-PieceS)
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
BFG 3532 .......................................... PI
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O/a ST. baSil’S caThedral 
Puzzle (300 large PieceS)
BFG 2525 .......................................... PI

OFFErED aGaiN

O/a 2013 kiS dice ref Pack
CHX 29946 ................................$19.95

chessex mAnuFActurinG
OFFErED aGaiN

O/a 2013 SignaTure 
dice ref Pack
CHX 29975 ................................$19.95

ShadOWS Over vaThak
A dark fantasy, survival horror campaign 
setting for the Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game, Shadows Over Vathak introduces 
new playable races, character classes, 
weapons, a detail overview of the lands 
of Vathak and its history, and, of course, 
twisted aberrations to haunt any player’s 
nightmares! Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
IMP CHC51801 ..........................$39.99

chronicle city

coolminiornot

riveT WarS
Walking tanks, crazy artillery, and cool characters battle in the trenches of 
Rivet Wars, a tabletop miniatures game culled from the warped imagination of 
Ted Terranova (visionary art designer of the Settlers of Catan, Age of Empires 
III, and Rise of Nations video games) rooted in a world full of angst, war-torn 
camaraderie, and dark humor. Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
COL RIVET001 ........................................................................... $99.99
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liTTle WizardS
Little Wizards is a roleplaying game for 
inventive and inquisitive kids ages 6-10, 
developed to introduce them to the joy 
and creativity of stepping into a whole 
new world of fantasy & fun. Presented as 
a compact children’s reader-style book, 
Little Wizards features everything you 
need to play, including an introduction to 
Coinworld, where the Little Wizards live, 
laugh, and rise up as heroes. Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013.  
S2P CFG09001 ..........................$24.95

baTTle fOr STalingrad
The Battle for Stalingrad lasted 200 days, 
from July 17, 1942 to February 2, 1943. 
Hitler himself had ordered the capture 
of the key Soviet city, and his armies 
were determined to carry out his orders. 
Opposing the German armies were the 
civilians and armed forces of Russia. In 
desperate house-to-house fighting the 
two sides fought, bleed, and froze in 
the chilling Russian winter. The Battle 
For Stalingrad puts you in the rubble-
strewn streets as the German forces fight 
through one block of the city after another.  
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
DV1 008 ....................................$39.99

zOmbicide: TOxic ciTy mall
Terror in Isle 13! Shopping malls are a 
classic zombie movie setting - experience 
Toxic City Mall and “shopping” will never 
be the same! This expansion for Zombicide 
contains new features to expand your 
campaigns and heighten the horror with 
new friends and enemies, as well as new 
game tiles, equipment cards, and rules. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
COL GUG0014 ..........................$49.99

hOrneT leader: cThulhu 
cOnflicT exPanSiOn
The year is 2015 — from the chill waters 
of the South Pacific, the long-fabled Island 
of R’lyeh, home to The Great Cthulhu, rises 
from the depths. At long last, The Stars are 
Right, and the time of reckoning is upon the 
world! Your carrier task force is in position 
to engage the hoards and overlords of 
the invasion as they spread across the 
globe. You shall fight on the oceans. You 
shall fight at the portals. You shall fight in 
the skies over mankind’s greatest cities. 
You shall never surrender! The Cthulhu 
Conflict is an expansion for Hornet Leader. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
DV1 015A ..................................$29.99

crAFty GAmes

DAn verssen GAmes

PaThfinder: dark WaTerS 
riSing vOlume 1 hardcOver
Paizo’s incredible award-winning fantasy 
world, fiction line, and tabletop RPG is now 
the ultimate fantasy comic from Dynamite 
Entertainment. This beautiful, oversized 
hardcover collects the first six issues of the 
comic series and includes more than 30 
pages of encounters, characters, and world 
detail for the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, 
including a brand-new poster map of the 
region explored in the Pathfinder comic! 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
DIA 523856 ....................................... PI

Prdf decalS Pack
This pack is a sheet of waterslide decals 
for the Peace River Defense Force (PRDF). 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
DP9 9296.....................................$6.75

SOuThern heTairOi 
SPark hOverTank
The Forged in Fire: Southern Field Guide 
introduced a redesigned Hetairoi Spark 
Hovertank with new artwork, that this new 
sculpt is based off. The Hetairoi Spark with its 
Heavy Particle Accelerator and medium rockets 
bring a high-tech punch to the battlefield.  
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
DP9 9308...................................$29.95

SOuThern bliTz viSigOTh Tank
The Forged in Fire: Southern Field Guide 
introduced a redesigned Blitz Visigoth 
Tank with new artwork, that this new 
sculpt is based off. The Blitz Visigoth is 
armed with twin linked Snub Cannons 
for a devastating, close-range attack.  
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
DP9 9309...................................$29.95

DiAmonD comic
Distributors

DreAm poD 9

DAys oF WonDer

relic runnerS
The ancient relics had lain dormant in the darkest reaches of the jungle since 
time immemorial. But, once word of their discovery broke out, all manner 
of would-be archeologists rushed in! The retired university professor, the 
bombastic explorer, the lithe (but daring) heiress, and a shadowy former 
Army captain all yearned to be first to lay their hands on the precious 
loot! In Relic Runners, players portray fearless Explorers traveling the jungle 
in search of lost temples full of forgotten treasures and relics. Armed with 
nothing more than your trusty Pith Helmet and a nose for rare antiquities, 
you’ll explore Temple Ruins and Shrines and undertake Expeditions in a 
race to unearth the most treasure! Scheduled to ship in September 2013.
DOW 8301 ..............................................................................$60.00

zOmbicide: SeaSOn 2 - 
PriSOn OuTbreak
More Survivors! More Mutated 
Zombies! More Terror! Amp up the 
fear-factor with Prison Outbreak, 
a standalone boxed expansion for 
Zombicide, as six survivors battle to 
purge a zombie-filled prison into a 
shelter. Many challenges and surprises 
await you along the 10 mission-
campaigns featured in the rulebook 
— complete with an alternate ending!  
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
COL GUG0002 ......................$99.99
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SOuThern viSigOTh khan Tank
The Forged in Fire: Southern Field Guide 
introduced a redesigned Visigoth Khan 
Tank with new artwork, that this new sculpt 
is based off. The Visigoth Artemis is armed 
with four Medium Anti-Aircraft Cannons 
all linked to a sniper targeting system and 
mounted on the main turret. Scheduled to 
ship in October 2013.  
DP9 9307...................................$29.95

uPOn a fable
In this Euro-style “gateway” strategy 
board game, players assume the roles of 
grand rulers in the fairy tale lands seeking 
to expand their realms, fortunes, and 
influence in their quest to be named High 
Emperor of the Fables! Scheduled to ship 
in October 2013.  
PSI DYS-101 ...............................$44.99

DyskAmi publishinG 
compAny

advenTure maximuS!
A card-based, introductory roleplaying 
game for young adventurers 8-years and 
older, players in Adventure Maximus! 
take on the roles of characters from eight 
different races, working together as a 
famous “Adventure Company” based in 
the fantastic, post-apocalyptic world of Ex-
Machina where they can become heroes of 
legend. When there is trouble, or innocent 
people need protection from the fierce 
creatures that populate Ex-Machina, they 
call on Adventure Companies to save the 
day! Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
EDN 1800 ..................................$25.00

faTe: acceleraTed
Your Story - Full Speed Ahead! Fate: 
Accelerated is a condensed version of 
the popular Fate Core system that brings 
all the flexibility and power of Fate in 
an easily digestible - and quickly read - 
package. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
EHP 0002 .....................................$5.00

eDen stuDios 

evil hAt proDuctions 

andrOid neTrunner lcg: 
SecOnd ThOughTS daTa Pack
Control the Message! Control the Game! The second 
Data Pack in the Spin Cycle for Android: Netrunner The 
Card Game, Second Thoughts features sixty cards (three 
copies each of twenty different cards) that allow corps 
and runners to take a second look at how they want to 
wage their burgeoning cyberwars. The time has come 
to explore new angles, inventive new uses for programs, 
layers of lethal new ice, the deployment of Black Ops 
teams, and the importance of PR campaigns and public 
perception. Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
FFG ADN10 .................................................... $14.95

FAntAsy FliGht GAmes

a game Of ThrOneS lcg: The 
kingSguard chaPTer Pack
Any man’s word can be broken. Any 
knight can harbor secret ambitions, even a 
Sworn Brother of the Kingsguard. The third 
Chapter Pack in the Kingsroad Cycle for 
A Game of Thrones: The Card Game, The 
Kingsguard features sixty new cards (three 
copies each of twenty different cards) 
that explore these elite knights’ secret 
ambitions, their deceptions, and their 
deadly talents. Additionally, they add new 
depth to the game’s Shadows mechanic. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
FFG GOT98 ...............................$14.95

cOSmic encOunTer: cOSmic 
STOrm exPanSiOn
The galaxy is trembling in Cosmic 
Storm, the newest expansion for 
Cosmic Encounter! With twenty-five 
new aliens and thirty-five new cards, 
Cosmic Storm adds more variety than 
ever. The addition of space stations, 
each with unique abilities, shakes up 
the game even more, while the Space 
Station Conquest variant introduces a 
new win condition. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013.  
FFG CE05 ..............................$24.95

deScenT JOurneyS in The 
dark 2nd ediTiOn: The 
TrOllfenS exPanSiOn
An expansion for Descent: Journeys in 
the Dark Second Edition, The Trollfens 
introduces new heroes, monsters, 
classes, quests, and more! In The 
Trollfens, heroes will venture deep into 
the wilderness of the Valdari Marsh, 
where they’ll encounter the vicious troll 
Bol’Goreth. But there’s more to this foe 
than simple-minded brutality, and the 
heroes must work to discover the sinister 
truth before Bol’Goreth’s evil spills out 
across the realm! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013.  
FFG DJ05 ...............................$34.95

rOgue Trader: faiTh and cOin
It is a Rogue Trader’s duty to assist 
missionaries in spreading the Imperial 
Creed across the stars. In the Rogue Trader 
supplement Faith and Coin, the complex 
relationships between missionaries and 
Rogue Traders come to life, with new 
Endeavors to complete and new worlds 
to convert. Find sacred relics, smite vile 
heretics, or embark on new Alternate 
Career Paths with the grace of the God-
Emperor guiding you every step of the way. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
FFG RT15 ...................................$39.95
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Warhammer invaSiOn lcg: 
hidden kingdOmS exPanSiOn
In Hidden Kingdoms, the fifth deluxe 
expansion for Warhammer: Invasion The 
Card Game, four neutral races break their 
former alliances and launch their assaults! 
Players can now battle for the Old World 
as any of four new playable factions: 
Lustria’s Lizardmen, the Wood Elves of 
Athel Loren, the subterranean Skaven, and 
the Undead commanded by Sylvania’s 
Vampire Counts. Four new capital cards 
and 168 player cards empower fun and 
effective new strategies built around these 
races and their distinctive keywords. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
FFG WHC42 ..............................$29.95

STar WarS edge Of The 
emPire rPg: beyOnd The rim
Beyond the Rim is the first full-length 
adventure for the Star Wars: Edge 
of the Empire Roleplaying Game. 
When new rumors add credence to 
old smugglers’ tales of a long-lost 
Separatist treasure ship, it’s time for a 
handful of intrepid explorers, scrappy 
smugglers, and cunning academics to 
fire up their hyperdrive and embark 
upon a journey to the farthest regions 
of the Star Wars galaxy. Fantastic 
adventures await those who seek to 
discover what really happened to 
the Sa Nalaor! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013.  

FFG SWE05 .............................................................................. $29.95

O/a Warhammer fanTaSy 
rOlePlay: grey Order magic
Reality is What You Make It! Befuddle your 
foes with Grey Order Magic! This Print-
on-Demand expansion for Warhammer 
Fantasy Roleplay introduces fifteen Action 
cards and two powerful Item cards. Taint 
the mind of a nearby enemy, blast him 
with visions of his deepest fears, or simply 
mount your shadow steed and fly far 
above the fray. Grey Order Magic features 
new spells for all ranks for wizards of the 
Grey College!  
FFG UWHF28 ..................................... PI

OFFErED aGaiN

Savage WOrldS STeamScaPeS: 
nOrTh america
The first setting book for Steamscapes, 
North America includes extensive, 
alternative historical backgrounds for 
the four most prominent nations of 
North America and introduces six new 
professions with associated skills and 
edge trees, as well as the automaton racial 
template. Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
S2P FIH10001 ............................$19.99

O/a baTTle fOr nOrmandy 
exPanSiOn
This expansion set for The Battle for 
Normandy allows players to extend the 
campaign game to the end of August, but 
most importantly includes the area for the 
Mortain and Falaise Pocket scenarios. 
GMT 1302 .................................$59.00

O/a cOmbaT cOmmander: 
fall Of The WeST baTTle 
Pack number 5
The theme of this Battle Pack shifts to 
actions in France, Belgium, and Norway 
from late April to June 1940, looking at 
critical moments in this brief span where 
the forces of both sides tested each other 
sorely. Requires Combat Commander: 
Europe and Mediterranean to play.  
GMT 1308 .................................$30.00

O/a red/WhiTe/blue cOTTOn 
gamer bag (5”x 7”)
GHG CB1019 ..................................... PI

O/a rOadS TO mOScOW
Roads to Moscow is a two-player game 
depicting battles in the Soviet Union 
during the drive on Moscow in October 
1941. The two separate battles shown are 
named for the main objective city on each 
map, Mozhaysk to the west of Moscow, 
and Mtsensk to the south. 
GMT 1305 .................................$55.00

Four-in-hAnD GAmes

OFFErED aGaiN

GAllAnt hAnD’s 
GAmers GeAr

Gmt GAmes
OFFErED aGaiN

fracTured kingdOm
On the streets and in the alleyways the 
message spreads. Beyond the limits of 
human perception are other Realms. 
Places of fantastic beauty and infinite 
horrors. Drawn by the promise of a better 
world, a new Eden, they move through the 
shadows. A single prayer on their lips. 
This is the world of Fractured Kingdom, 
a tabletop roleplaying game of mysticism 
and conspiracy in the dark future.  
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
S2P HDP01001 ...........................$34.99

OuTbreak undead gm Screen
With this Outbreak Undead Game 
Master’s Screen, all the Hunters Books 
reference sheets are available to you 
- that’s six removable sleeves at your 
disposal packed with Combat Rules, 
Rule Summaries, Encounters, Special 
Rules Maps, Stronghold Levels, Resource 
Catalogs, Damage Charts, and more! 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
S2P HB1004 ...............................$39.99

house Dok 
proDuctions

hunters books
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innOvaTiOn
The Wheel! Pottery! Philosophy! The Internet! A civilization-building card game by the designer 
of Glory to Rome, Innovation contains 105 cards organized into 10 progressing ages - from 
the Stone Age to Modern Age. Earn achievement points by evolving and advancing your 
civilization through conflict and by meeting specific criteria with the innovations you have 
devised. Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
IEL 51049 ...................................................................................................... $14.56

iello

innOvaTiOn: echOeS
In Innovation, players earn achievement points by evolving and advancing their 
civilization through conflict and by meeting specific criteria with the innovations you have 
devised. Introducing new multi-player options and game mechanisms (“Foreshadow”), 
Echoes features 110 cards designed to supplement the Innovation core experience. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
IEL 51082 ...............................................................................................................PI

myThic baTTleS: herOeS’ blOOdy daWn exPanSiOn 1
Mythic Battles: Expansion 1 includes new and powerful warriors for the armies of both 
Hades (Minos and The Damned of Tartarus) and Athena (The Matriarchs, Arachne and 
Arachne’s Babies) for players to reinforce their armies while facing off against one another 
in six new epic scenarios. Mythic Battles: Expansion 1 also introduces a new type of card: 
“Heroes”, exceptional beings with otherworldly powers that are not units, but rather cards 
to add to your deck to gain bonuses during play. Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
IEL 51096 ...............................................................................................................PI

krOSmaSTer arena
Welcome to the Krozmos! The Demons of 
the Hours and Minutes have finally found 
a hobby worthy of their cruel hearts... the 
Arena! Krosmaster: Arena is a Player vs. 
Player-oriented board game that offers the 
craftiest tacticians among you the chance to 
challenge other players in heated battle. Each 
Krosmaster: Arena expansion pack contains 
four unique, fully painted figures with game 
cards, plus mini-maps and two token sheets. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
ExpaNsiON #1 - FirE aND icE
GGD JPG202 ..................................... PI
ExpaNsiON #2 - pErcimOl rulEs
GGD JPG203 ..................................... PI
ExpaNsiON #3 - rEmiNGTON sTylE
GGD JPG204 ..................................... PI

JApAnime GAmes

PrOJecT ninJa Panda TacO rPg
Take over the world in Project Ninja 
Panda Taco, a collaborative storytelling 
game where players, acting as villainous 
Masterminds, attempt to gain mastery of 
the world at large, while preventing their 
Nemesis from doing the same (with help 
from Minions, who assist whomever gives 
them the best loot). Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013.  
JEN 001 .....................................$25.00

JennisoDes
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yu-gi-Oh! Tcg: 2013 
cOllecTible TinS Wave 1 
diSPlay (12)
Based around the popular Dragon Rulers 
theme, each Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card 
Game 2013 Collectible Tin comes with five 
booster packs (one Hidden Arsenal, two 
Abyss Rising, and two Lord of the Tachyon 
Galaxy), plus a Secret Rare version of 
the Dragon Ruler featured on its lid, as 
well as four Super Rare cards. Offered in 
12-count displays. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013.  
KON 89521-D .........................$239.88

yu-gi-Oh! Tcg: JudgmenT 
Of The lighT deluxe ediTiOn 
diSPlay (8)
Each Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game: 
Judgment of the Light Deluxe Edition 
comes with nine Judgment of the Light 
Booster Packs, plus two foil versions of 
common cards, a pack of 50 sleeves, 1 
of 2 Foil version preview cards from the 
upcoming Shadow Specters expansion, 
and a Beginner’s Guide. Offered in 
8-count displays. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013.  
KON 89561-D .........................$239.92

knighTS Of The dinner Table 
The longest running comic on the subject of 
games and a hilarious and hysterical slice of 
(fantasy) life in strips, Knights of the Dinner 
Table is a wonderful celebration of the gaming 
culture. Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
# 200
KEN 200 ......................................$8.99
# 201
KEN 201 ......................................$5.99
# 202
KEN 202 ......................................$5.99
# 203
KEN 203 ......................................$5.99

yu-gi-Oh! Tcg: Saga Of blue-eyeS WhiTe 
dragOn STrucTure deck diSPlay (8)
Nothing in the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game universe is 
as legendary as the Blue-Eyes White Dragon! Built around 
the Blue-Eyes White Dragon card at its core, the Saga of 
Blue-Eyes White Dragon Structure Deck introduces Azure-
Eyes Silver Dragon, a powerful new Synchro Monster 
whose impact is immeasurable, plus Duelists can find 
additional synergy with cards from Judgment of the Light, 
Lord of the Tachyon Galaxy, and Cosmo Blazer booster 
sets! Each Structure Deck contains 37 Common Cards, 
two Ultra Rare Cards, two Super Rare Cards, a Rulebook, 
a Game Mat, and a Dueling Guide. Offered in 8-count 
displays. Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
KON 89569-D ...................................................$79.92

konAmi DiGitAl entertAinment 

O/a Pearl POlyhedral PurPle 7 SeT (hOOk TOP)
KOP 02983 ..................................................................................................... $6.00

baTTlecOn: STrikerS
Tired of going it alone? Strikers are 
here! Add a new element to your duels 
by calling in your favorite characters for 
powerful boosts or unique special moves. 
This boxed expansion for BattleCON 
contains 56 Striker cards covering all the 
core characters from BattleCON: War 
and BattleCON: Devastation, as well as 
introducing a few new faces. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013.  
IMP L99BC003 ............................$40.00

diSc duelerS
Setup your Arena, Choose your Team, and 
Put your Skills to the Test! Disc Duelers is a 
character-driven game of strategy and skill 
where players build a team of characters 
with unique and diverse powers, equip 
them with gear, take aim, and attack! 
And, dueling is just the start! Disc 
Duelers contains rules for Racing, Soccer, 
Volleyball, and Large Team Games! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
IMP L99DD001 ...........................$40.00

baTTlecOn: devaSTaTiOn
BattleCON captures the head-to-head 
intensity of an arcade fighting game and 
tempers it with the strategic decision-
making of a card game. As new villains 
appear to lay claim to the World of 
Indines, new heroes rise to challenge 
them. BattleCON: Devastation puts you in 
control of 34 heroes and villains to decide 
the fate of the world! Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013.  
IMP L99BC002 ............................$75.00

koploW GAmes
OFFErED aGaiN

level 99 GAmes

looney lAbs

chOOSe One
It’s the moment of truth. Will 
your friend choose Outer 
Space, or The Bottom of 
the Sea? Do they prefer the 
Window or the Aisle? Are 
they all about the Party, or 
the After-Party? Successfully 
predict how your friends 
will answer these weighty 
questions and advance 
your token to the finish line 
in Choose One! Scheduled 
to ship in October 2013.

LOO 058 ................................................................................. $ 30.00

kenzer & compAny

bundle Of TrOuble
These trade paperbacks collect classic 
strips from Knights of the Dinner Table, 
plus loads of new material. Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013.  
VOlumE 39
KEN 739 ....................................$14.99
VOlumE 40
KEN 740 ....................................$14.99
VOlumE 41
KEN 741 ....................................$14.99
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O/a aScenSiOn 
cOllecTiOn bOx
Featuring Ascension-themed artwork, this 
two-row storage box includes a carrying 
handle and is designed to hold twice as 
many cards as previous Ascension boxes. 
The Ascension Collection Box comes 
complete with exclusive promo card, eight 
dividers, and 200 sleeves.
LGN ASC006 ..................................... PI

PaThfinder: undefeaTable 
- The cOllecTed feaTS 
SOurcebOOk
Feats. Think you have enough feats to 
choose from? From new metamagic feats 
to feats that make use of your bond to your 
class-specific skills, Undefeatable serves up 
over 500 new, Pathfinder-compatible feats 
to bring a whole array of new abilities to 
your player character. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013.  
LPJ 9517 ....................................$19.99

leGion events
OFFErED aGaiN

louis porter Jr. 
DesiGn

mAntic 
entertAinment
kings of War

Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  

lady ilOna
MGE MGKWU19-1 ......................$9.99

liche king
MGE MGKWU93-1 ....................$14.99

crOkinOle clOck acceSSOry 
(bOard nOT included)
Transform your Crokinole board into a fine 
time-piece with this innovative accessory.  
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
MDG 7115 .................................$22.95

undead mummieS
MGE MGKWU18-1 .................... $24.99

undead SkeleTOn hOrde
MGE MGKWU44-1 .................... $39.99

undead WereWOlveS
MGE MGKWU17-1 .................... $24.99

mAyDAy GAmes

Orc gOre chariOT
MGE MGKWO16-1 ....................$19.99

Orc fighT WagOn
MGE MGKWO17-1 ....................$19.99

TrOllS
MGE MGKWO19-1 .................... $24.99
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bOOTleggerS: 
The bOardWalk exPanSiOn
Making and running moonshine is 
dangerous business, and not everyone 
has the stomach for it. Bootleggers: The 
Boardwalk expansion opens a new, “more 
civilized,” option for those mobsters that 
would like to leave the backwoods stills 
and midnight races against the revenuers 
behind. Additionally, minor enhancements 
to the original rules integrate casinos into 
the game play of Bootleggers. Scheduled 
to ship in June 2013.  
MDG 4307A ..............................$22.00

glObal mOgul
The World Awaits! Welcome to the heady days of global finance! From sparse beginnings, 
build your empire across the globe, sending agents far and wide as you expend capital and 
gain access to valuable resources needed to fulfill lucrative contracts. Dominate the market 
by expanding your interests, acquiring companies that provide an edge on the competition, 
and more efficiently use resources in your quest to become a Global Mogul! Scheduled to 
ship in July 2013.  
MFG 4127 .................................................................................................... $55.00

The dOWnfall Of POmPeii
Can you and your compatriots flee 
the city before Vesuvius explodes and 
ash seals your fate? This latest edition 
of Carcassonne creator Klaus-Jurgen 
Wrede’s The Downfall of Pompeii includes 
three dual vent tiles and a new “Dual Vent” 
variant. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
MFG 4125 .................................$35.00

crOkinOle deluxe 
carrying caSe
Custom-designed with the player in mind, 
this Crokinole Carrying Case features 
extra-thick padding, a velcro pocket for 
storing discs and the scoring box, and a 
sturdy shoulder strap for easier carrying. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
Black
MDG 7118 .................................$50.00
yEllOw
MDG 7119 .................................$50.00

Walk The Plank card game
In this prequel to Get Bit!, players represent 
scallywags in a pirate ship’s crew. The 
captain has rounded you up because 
you’re all too lazy and too stupid to be 
worth your share of the rum and booty, 
so he’s decided to keep two of you in his 
crew. To prove your salt, you’ll need to 
fight amongst yourselves, trying to shove 
other players’ pirates off the end of the 
plank while keeping yours alive. The last 
two pirates standing earn their place on 
the ship. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
MDG 4311 .................................$25.00

merCs miniaTures
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  

aSgard’S chOSen!
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
MFG 4128 .................................$42.00

mAyFAir GAmes
caTan ScenariOS: 
helPerS Of caTan
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
MFG 3115 ................................... $5.00

mercs miniAtures

ccc yellOW JackeT breacher
MCX MMA038 ...........................$10.00

keizai Waza SPy
MCX MMA039 ...........................$10.00

Sefadu heavy
MCX MMA041 ...........................$10.00

kemvar ShOck TrOOPer
MCX MMA037 ...........................$10.00

uScr gunner
MCX MMA040 ...........................$10.00

SeTTlerS Of caTan: STar Trek caTan federaTiOn SPace maP SeT
During its original mission, the Enterprise, Captain Kirk, and his intrepid crew visited many 
strange new worlds, and discovered many new life-forms and civilizations. Now you and 
your friends can Boldly Go and explore this galaxy, too! Follow in Kirk’s “footsteps” with 
this two-map expansion set for Star Trek Catan. Based entirely on the “Known Galaxy” 
map seen in Kirk’s ready-room itself, these maps allow you to settle the famous worlds of 
Federation Space using pieces from your Star Trek Catan base game. Scheduled to ship 
in August 2013.
MFG 3004 .................................................................................................... $30.00
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numenera: The devil’S SPine
This collection of linked-but-separate 
adventures showcases the narrative 
structure of Numenera, and offers new 
creatures, characters, and items to add 
to any campaign. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013.  
PSI MCG003 ..............................$24.99

av-8b harrier ii uniTS Of 
OPeraTiOn iraqi freedOm i-ii
The Harrier II jet saw conflict in Operation 
Desert Shield/Desert Storm (Gulf 
War), Operation Enduring Freedom 
(Afghanistan), and Iraqi Freedom (Iraq 
War). The aircraft has matured into a multi-
role platform through the addition of a night 
vision system, radar, an external targeting 
pod, and new laser-guided weapons.  
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
OSP COM099 ............................$22.95

The bOOk Of gun Trivia: 
eSSenTial firePOWer facTS 
From muskets to the Winchester ‘76, Mauser, 
Colt M1911, Thompson submachine gun, 
MG42, Browning .50 machine gun, M1 
Garand, M16, AK47, FNFAL, and Galil 
rifles, The Book of Gun Trivia brings together 
fascinating facts and little-known details of 
some of the world’s key firearms. Scheduled 
to ship in October 2013.  
OSP GM769 ..............................$14.95

monte cook GAmes

osprey publishinG

The bOOk Of ninJa: The 
banSenShukai - JaPan’S 
Premier ninJa manual
The Book of Ninja, the ultimate ninjutsu 
manual, was penned in 1676 by a 
ninja known as Fujibayashi. Born in the 
post-civil war era of Japan, Fujibayashi 
collected and combined information from 
the ninja clans of Iga - regarded to be the 
homeland of the ninja - and compiled it 
into an authoritative book. Known as The 
Bansenshukai, this book has now been 
translated into English by the Historical 
Ninjutsu Research Team. Scheduled to ship 
in October 2013.  
OSP WK001 ..............................$35.00

briTiSh infanTryman 
vS zulu WarriOr
The short but savage Anglo-Zulu War 
of 1879 pitched well-equipped but 
complacent British soldiers and their 
auxiliaries into combat with one of 
history’s finest fighting forces, the Zulu 
Nation. The clashes between these two 
very different combatants prompted rapid 
tactical innovation on both sides, as the 
British and their Zulu opponents sought to 
find the optimal combination of mobility 
and firepower. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013.  
OSP CMB003 .............................$18.95

dOn’T hurry me dOWn TO hadeS: 
The civil War in The 
WOrdS Of ThOSe WhO lived iT
Don’t Hurry Me Down to Hades is the story of families 
enduring the whirlwind of the Civil War, told through 
the words of famous and ordinary citizens and ranging 
from the battlefield to the home front, from presidential 
councils to frontier revivals. The book reveals how 
Americans on both sides of the Mason and Dixon line 
withstood four years of brutal, unrelenting conflict. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
OSP GM590 ............................................ $25.95

general dynamicS 
f-111 aardvark
No project combined radical innovation 
and political furore quite like the 
F-111 program. It was intended as the 
world’s biggest, most expensive defense 
procurement plan when it began in 1962. 
It produced a superb strike aircraft which 
played a crucial role in three conflicts and 
was the only aircraft specifically mentioned 
by Moscow in the SALT disarmament talks 
that preceded the end of the Cold War. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
OSP AVG010 .............................$18.95

fall gelb 1940 (1)
The German blitzkrieg conquest of France 
and the Low Countries in May and June 
of 1940 has never been surpassed in 
the history of warfare in that no clash 
between such great and apparently 
equal forces has been decided so swiftly 
and conclusively. Beginning on May 10, 
1940, this title follows the fortunes of 
Heeresgruppe A as its three Panzer Korps 
moved stealthily through the dark, hilly, 
and thickly forested Ardennes in southern 
Belgium before forcing a passage across 
the river Meuse and racing through France 
to the Channel in one of the most daring 
campaigns in history. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013.  
OSP CAM264 ............................$21.95

ninJa ad 1460-1650
The Ninja were the secret agents and 
assassins of feudal Japan and they remain 
a subject of enduring fascination. They first 
emerged during the power struggles of 9th 
and 10th century Japan, in response to the 
increasing demand for spies, informants, 
and even assassins, and were used until the 
mid-1600s. This title provides an accurate 
and detailed account of the reality of the 
Ninja, detailing their daily life, training, 
hiring, combat use, and secret operations, 
as well as their knowledge of poisons, 
medicines, and charms. Scheduled to ship 
in October 2013.  
OSP WAR064 .............................$18.95

hiTler’S eliTe: The SS 1939-45 
The SS has become the most infamous 
military formation in history. From its 
diminutive origins in the 1920s as Hitler’s 
personal bodyguard, by the late war 
years it grew to a sprawling organization 
of hundreds of thousands of men. Hitler’s 
Elite: The SS 1939-45 tells the complete 
story of the SS at individual, unit, and 
organizational levels. As a companion 
volume to Hitler’s Armies and Hitler’s 
Eagles, this book gives a detailed and 
highly visual insight into one of Hitler’s 
most powerful instruments of policy. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
OSP GM088 ..............................$40.00

The knighTS TemPlar: 
a SecreT hiSTOry
History, legend, and conspiracy meet in 
the tales of the Knights Templar. Warriors, 
bankers, magicians, and heretics, they 
were officially disbanded in 1314, but 
they continue to influence the world to the 
present day. Within these pages, readers 
will discover not only the warrior monks 
of the Crusades, but also the legends and 
rumors of later ages. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013.  
OSP DAK002 .............................$14.95
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Of gOdS and mOrTalS: 
myThOlOgical 
Wargame ruleS
Two armies clash! Thor, surrounded by 
crackling lighting, leads the assault of a 
horde of Viking berserkers. Preparing 
to receive this charge stands a wall 
of grim-faced, determined Spartan 
hoplites, commanded by Ares. Gods 
lead men by their powers, while men 
give power to the gods by their faith 
in them. A God cannot exist without 
its Faithful. The Faithful cannot win 
without the help of their God. Of Gods 
and Mortals, a scalable, skirmish-
level, Mythological Wargame rules 
set, features details and army lists for 
Greco-Roman, Egyptian, Japanese, 
Aztecs, Pre-Islamic Arabs (Arabian 
Nights), Norse, Celts, and Chinese 
ancient military warbands. Scheduled 
to ship in October 2013.  
OSP OWG005 ...................... $17.95

uS flameThrOWer 
TankS Of WOrld War ii
The US Army and Marine Corps 
experimented with a wide range of flame-
thrower tanks through World War II in 
both the European and Pacific theaters. 
This book examines early efforts in the 
US, the ill-fated attempt to adopt the 
British Crocodile for D-Day in Normandy, 
the adoption of the auxiliary E4-7 in the 
European Theater, and the use of British 
Crocodile flamethrower units in the ETO.  
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
OSP NVG203 ............................$17.95

We Will deSTrOy yOur 
PlaneT: an alien’S guide TO 
cOnquering The earTh
Enjoy this pseudo-nonfiction, ‘how-to’ 
military handbook for aliens intending 
to conquer the Earth. In We Will Destroy 
Your Planet, science fiction elements are 
satirized, then connected to real-world 
science, history, and military techniques to 
reveal a step-by-step approach to the best 
way to annihilate humanity’s resistance 
and bring them to their knees! Scheduled 
to ship in October 2013.  
OSP DAK602 .............................$17.95

Snafu: SailOr, airman, 
and SOldier Slang Of 
WOrld War ii 
A follow-up to 2007’s highly successful 
FUBAR: Soldier Slang of World War 
II, SNAFU covers the slang of sailors 
and airmen, as well as soldiers. SNAFU 
explores the language and slang of the 
major combatant powers, delving into 
their origins and explaining their uses, 
all illustrated with contemporary cartoons 
and other images showing the phrases in 
use. Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
OSP GM175 ..............................$15.95

O/a deceiving hiTler: dOuble-crOSS 
and decePTiOn in WOrld War ii
In the war against Hitler, the Allies had to use 
every ounce of cunning and trickery that they 
possessed to send the enemy inaccurate and 
misleading information about Allied troops, plans, 
and operations. From moving imaginary armies 
around the desert and putting a corpse with fake 
papers floating in the Mediterranean, to faking 
successful bombing campaigns and the convoluted 
deceptions which kept part of the German forces 
away from Normandy prior to D-Day, Terry 
Crowdy explores the deception war that combined 
the double-agent network with ingenious plans to 
confuse and hoodwink the Fuhrer. 
OSP GM331 .........................................$12.95

OFFErED aGaiN

O/a The firST WOrld War: 
The War TO end all WarS
Raging for over four years across the 
tortured landscapes of Europe, Africa, 
and the Middle East, the First World War 
changed the face of warfare forever. 
Characterized by slow, costly advances 
and fierce attrition, the great battles of 
the Somme, Verdun, and Ypres incurred 
human loss on a scale never previously 
imagined. This book, with a foreword 
by Professor Hew Strachan, covers the 
fighting on all fronts, from Flanders to 
Tannenberg and from Italy to Palestine. 
OSP GM280 ..............................$30.00

O/a uSn carrierS 
vS. iJn carrierS
The IJN was a pioneer in naval aviation, 
having commissioned the world’s first carrier, 
which was used against the US fleet at 
Pearl Harbor. The Americans followed suit, 
initiating a huge aircraft carrier development 
program. As the War in the Pacific escalated 
into the largest naval conflict in history, the 
role of the carrier became the linchpin of 
American and Japanese naval strategy as 
these rival vessels found themselves locked 
in a struggle for dominance of this critical 
theater.  
OSP DUE006 ..............................$17.95

O/a uSn cruiSer 
vS iJn cruiSer
Although the war in the Pacific is usually 
considered a carrier war, it was the 
cruisers that dominated the early fighting. 
This thrilling duel presents the cruiser 
clashes during the battles for Guadacanal 
, highlighting the Battle of Savo Island and 
the Battle of Cape Esperance.
OSP DUE022 ..............................$17.95

O/a yOrkTOWn 1781
By 1781, Britain’s struggle to contain 
the rebels in her American colonies had 
reached an inglorious stalemate. Six 
years on from the British defeat by the 
New England militia at Boston, George 
Washington’s rebuilt Continental Army 
- with support from the French - now 
systematically began to seek out and 
destroy British forces even if protected 
by seemingly impregnable defences. 
Yorktown would be a salutary lesson to 
the British Crown about the odds she now 
faced in holding on to her colonies. 
OSP CAM047 ............................$21.95

The liTTleST ShOggOTh: 
a hOliday Tale Of The 
cThulhu myThOS
Of all the Mythos creatures roaming 
around lost R’lyeh, Squammy the shoggoth 
is the smallest, least frightening of them 
all. Tired of being teased and picked on, 
he sets off for the world of man to prove 
he’s got what it takes to be a real monster. 
With its non-Euclidean verse and sanity-
blastingly cute illustrations by award-
winning writer and cartoonist, Stan!, 
The Littlest Shoggoth is a heartwarming 
tale of holiday horror for the whole cult. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
S2P OWC4009 ..........................$20.00

otherWorlD 
creAtions
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PaThfinder advenTure PaTh: 
WraTh Of The righTeOuS 
ParT 3 - demOn’S hereSy 
The heroes have reclaimed the city of 
Drezen and the lost sacred banner known 
as the Sword of Valor, and in doing so 
have established a significant foothold 
behind enemy lines. With the demon 
armies still concentrating their attacks to 
the south, the heroes must now set off into 
the heart of the Worldwound to seek out 
powerful new allies and strike a mortal 
blow against the Templars of the Ivory 
Labyrinth! Demon’s Heresy is a Pathfinder 
Roleplaying Game adventure for 9th-level 
characters who have gained three mythic 
tiers. Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
PZO 9075 ..................................$22.99

PaThfinder camPaign SeTTing: 
TOWnS Of The inner Sea
Every adventure needs a starting point. 
Choose the perfect home for your 
campaign with Pathfinder Campaign 
Setting: Towns of the Inner Sea. Featuring 
six small communities from the heart of 
the Pathfinder Campaign Setting, each 
location includes a detailed history, 
thorough gazetteer, a map of the 
settlement, statistics for vital characters, 
and details on the local residents and 
dangers, giving you everything you need 
to use the town as the setting for a single 
game or an entire campaign. Scheduled to 
ship in October 2013.  
PZO 9263 ..................................$19.99

PaThfinder Player cOmPaniOn: 
blOOd Of The mOOn
Conquer the beast within and master your dual 
nature with Pathfinder Player Companion: 
Blood of the Moon! Whether you’ve unwillingly 
succumbed to a lycanthropic curse or you were 
born with the ability to change into a more 
animalistic form, this book is the ultimate guide 
to turning your primal affliction into a unique 
advantage. Harness the power of animals as a 
skinwalker - an all-new race of bestial humanoids 
who can trace their ancestry to lycanthropes. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
PZO 9439 .......................................... $12.99

PaThfinder face cardS: reign 
Of WinTer advenTure PaTh
Give life to your NPCs with Reign of 
Winter Face Cards! More than 50 key 
characters fill this gorgeously illustrated 
deck designed for use with the Reign of 
Winter Adventure Path, but suitable for 
use in any fantasy roleplaying game. Each 
card includes the character’s name, his or 
her role in the Reign of Winter Adventure 
Path, space to record key details, and 
artwork by Paizo’s finest illustrators. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
PZO 3035 ..................................$10.99

PaThfinder advenTure card 
game: riSe Of The runelOrdS 
deck 2 - The SkinSaW murderS 
advenTure deck
Uncover a mystery fraught with ravenous 
ghouls, age-old hauntings, foul cultists, and 
worse with the Pathfinder Adventure Card 
Game: The Skinsaw Murders Adventure 
Deck. This 110-card expansion to the 
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Rise 
of the Runelords Base Set includes new 
locations, monsters, villains, loot, and more, 
as well as five new scenarios that constitute 
the complete Skinsaw Murders adventure. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
PZO 6002 ..................................$19.99

pAizo publishinG
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PaThfinder maP Pack: 
dungeOn cOrridOrS
Pathfinder Map Pack: Dungeon Corridors 
contains 18 full-color, 5 x 8-inch map tiles, 
stunningly crafted by cartographer Jason 
A. Engle, that combine to form a modular, 
customizable series of treacherous 
locales, perfect for adventurers exploring 
dank ruins and monster haunted halls! 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
PZO 4046 ..................................$13.99

PaThfinder TaleS: 
STalking The beaST
by Howard Andrew Jones 
When a mysterious monster carves a path 
of destruction across the southern River 
Kingdoms, desperate townsfolk look to the 
famed elven ranger Elyana and her half-orc 
companion Drelm for salvation. Together with 
a fresh band of allies, including the mysterious 
gunslinger Lisette, the heroes must set off into 
the wilderness, hunting a terrifying beast that 
will test their abilities - and their friendships - 
to the breaking point and beyond!  Scheduled 
to ship in October 2013.  
PZO 8517 ....................................$9.99

PaThfinder rPg: 
beSTiary 4
The mightiest monsters and 
foulest foes of nightmare and 
legend rampage into your 
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game 
campaign with Bestiary 4! 
This collection of creatures 
shatters all past thresholds of 
danger and destructiveness 
with phenomenally powerful 
beings like demon lords, kaiju, 
juggernauts, and Great Old 
Ones — including invincible 
Cthulhu! Terrors like nosferatu 
vampires, clockwork dragons, 
twisted fleshwarps, and sadistic 
tooth fairies number among the 

more than 250 monsters collected to challenge heroes of every level of 
play - from first-level novices to mythic champions. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013.  
PZO 1127 ................................................................................. $39.99

neW amSTerdam
New Amsterdam was founded by the 
Dutch West Indies Company in order 
to encourage the lucrative beaver pelt 
trade with the local Native American 
hunters along the Hudson River. In New 
Amsterdam, players bid on action lots 
in order to build businesses, work land 
for both food and building materials, 
compete in elections, ship furs to the Old 
World, and trade with the Lenape Indians 
- a process that gets more complicated 
as players claim more land and push the 
Lenape camps farther up the Hudson River. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013.  
PAN 05 ......................................$59.95

rOTTed caPeS
Take a Bite Out of Crime! The Golden 
Age of Superheroes has ended, not with 
a BANG!, but with a BITE! The Dead 
have overrun the world and humanity’s 
protectors are either missing, dead, or 
worse yet, Z’ed! Dismissed as the Poor 
Man’s Super Hero, you are mankind’s 
only hope for survival in this horror-filled 
world where the greatest threat is not the 
Living Dead, but the Super Zombies that 
sit at the top of the food chain looking 
hungrily down upon you! Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013.  
S2P PCI3001 ..............................$39.99

caSTaWayS
You’ve been shipwrecked on a deserted 
isle. Do you have the wits to survive until 
a rescue ship arrives? To endure, you must 
to build a camp and explore the interior 
to reach the summit. From there, you’ll 
need to scan the far horizon for signs of 
a nearby ship. Only then will you be able 
to make a signal and get rescued! If you 
survive, your story will be told around the 
world - but only if you have the best tale 
to tell! Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
PGS 0104 ..................................$45.00

POkémOn Tcg: 
black & WhiTe PlaSma blaST 
Unbroken! Unbowed! Undefeated! Unova 
Blasts Back! Challenges ring out, Pokémon 
duel, and the battle for Unova enters the 
next chapter in the Pokémon TCG: Black & 
White - Plasma Blast expansion! Featuring 
over 100 cards in all, Plasma Blast is 
introduced in 60-card Theme Decks 
offered in 8-count displays, and 10-card 
boosters packed in 36-count displays. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. NOTE: 
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
BOOsTEr Display (36)
PUI 11834-D ...................................... PI
BOOsTEr pack
PUI 11834-S ....................................... PI
ThEmE DEck
PUI 11839-S ....................................... PI
ThEmE DEck Display (8)
PUI 11839-D ...................................... PI

pAnDAsAurus GAmes

pArADiGm concepts pAssport 
GAme stuDios

pokémon compAny internAtionAl

POkémOn Tcg: 
black & WhiTe PlaSma blaST 
eliTe Trainer bOx
The Pokémon TCG: Black & White Plasma 
Blast Elite Trainer Box contains eight 
Pokémon TCG: Black & White - Plasma 
Blast booster packs, 40 Energy cards, two 
acrylic condition markers, six damage-
counter dice, a competition-legal coin-flip 
die, a player’s guide, 65 Plasma Blast card 
sleeves, and four dividers, all packaged in 
a handy collector’s box. Scheduled to ship 
in August 2013.  
PUI 10868 .......................................... PI

privAteer press

horDes
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.  

circle OrbOrOS razOrWing griffOn 
lighT WarbeaST (PlaSTic)
PIP 72073 ..................................................... $18.99
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WarmaChine
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  

WarmaChine
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.  

TrOllblOOd TrOllkin 
chamPiOnS uniT (5) (PlaSTic)
PIP 71069 .................................. $44.99

irOn kingdOmS 
full meTal fanTaSy rPg: 
kingS, naTiOnS, and gOdS
This essential, full-color guide to the 
nations of the Iron Kingdoms equips you 
with an extensive account of the history, 
culture, and society of Cygnar, Khador, 
Llael, Ord, and the Protectorate of 
Menoth. Also included are new careers, 
skills, spells, equipment, and magic 
weapons, as well as new steamjacks, 
including an arsenal of warjacks from 
the battlefields of western Immoren, and 
new regional and military adventuring 
companies, each with its own theme 
and benefits. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2013.   
PIP 406 ..................................$59.99

Warmachine cOnvergence 
Of cyriSS TOken SeT
PIP 91073 .................................. $11.99

cOnvergence Of cyriSS 
ObSTrucTOrS uniT 
(10) (PlaSTic)
PIP 36016 .................................. $49.99

mice & mySTicS: The hearT Of 
glOrm exPanSiOn
This first expansion to Mice & Mystics 
comes with two figures, tokens, and 
a chapter book. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013.  
PSI MM002 ................................$29.95

plAiD hAt GAmes

myriad SOng
From the creators of Ironclaw comes 
Myriad Song, a fantastic, tabletop 
roleplaying game of a million adventures 
on ten thousand worlds! In Myriad 
Song, players portray brave adventurers 
exploring the strange legacy of an alien 
empire. Travel to primitive worlds, high-
tech stations of amazing technology, 
derelict planets, and places far stranger. 
Discover lost treasures, and horrors best 
forgotten. The risks are great, but the 
rewards are greater. Are you ready to 
heed the siren song of the further stars? 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
S2P SGP7001 .............................$39.95

DysTopian Wars
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  

The very hungry 
cThulhuPillar
Cthulhu has eaten your childhood! A 
cthulhupillar gobbles more and more 
to sate his ravenous appetite — and 
what shall he become? The Very Hungry 
Cthulhupillar is a full-color, fully-illustrated 
storybook created in the style of a classic 
piece of children’s literature - though, 
intended for mature readers. Scheduled to 
ship in October 2013.  
PSI SGL-3001 .............................$19.99

sAnGuine 
proDuctions

siGnAl Fire stuDios

spArtAn GAmes

blazing Sun aerial 
baTTle grOuP
SGS DWBS45 ...........................$105.00

blazing Sun armOured 
Walker grOuP
SGS DWBS44 .............................$44.00

blazing Sun grOund 
fOrTificaTiOnS
SGS DWBS47 .............................$47.00

blazing Sun baTTle flOTilla
SGS DWBS41 .............................$58.00

blazing Sun hunTer flOTilla
SGS DWBS42 .............................$40.00

blazing Sun SuPPOrT flOTilla
SGS DWBS43 .............................$28.00

OTTOman emPire 
naval baTTle grOuP
SGS DWAL36 .............................$77.00

PruSSian emPire aerial 
baTTle grOuP
SGS DWPE45 .............................$90.00

OTTOman emPire naval 
SuPPOrT grOuP
SGS DWAL37 .............................$55.00

PruSSian emPire 
armOured aSSaulT grOuP
SGS DWPE44 .............................$19.50

PruSSian emPire 
baTTle flOTilla
SGS DWPE41 .............................$40.00

PruSSian emPire 
grOund fOrTificaTiOnS
SGS DWPE47 .............................$47.00

PruSSian emPire 
SuPPOrT flOTilla
SGS DWPE43 .............................$43.50

PruSSian emPire 
raiding flOTilla
SGS DWPE42 .............................$41.00

PruSSian emPire 
TeuTOnic Order grOuP
SGS DWPE46 .............................$94.00

TemPlaTe SeT
SGS DWEX10 ............................$19.50

sCeniCs
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  

aggreSSOr claSS 
PlaneTary drOPShiP
SGS SGSS11 ..............................$58.00

STarTer SeT
SGS SGSS01 ............................$135.00

aggreSSOr claSS PlaneTary 
drOPShiP - deluxe verSiOn
SGS SGSS12 ..............................$84.00

armOury acceSSOrieS
SGS SGSS06 ..............................$43.00

barrackS acceSSOrieS
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
SGS SGSS09 ..............................$26.00

cOrridOr SeT
SGS SGSS03 ..............................$58.00

cOmmS cenTre acceSSOrieS
SGS SGSS08 ..............................$26.00

dOOr SeT
SGS SGSS05 ..............................$35.00
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! euPhOria: build 

a beTTer dySTOPia
What are you willing to sacrifice to 
build a better dystopia? The world as we 
know it has ended! In its place stands 
the city of Euphoria! Believing that a 
new world order is needed to prevent 
another apocalypse, the Euphorian 
elite erect high walls around their 
golden city and promote intellectual 
equality above all else. Gone are 
personal freedoms and knowledge of 
the past. All that matters is the future! 
Build a city, enhance allegiances, fulfill 
secret agendas, and expand control in 
Euphoria, a dystopian-themed board 

game for 2-6 players. Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
IMP STM200 .................................................................................................. $70.00

stonemAier GAmes

Savage WOrldS: nemeziS
The ancients foresaw the coming of vile beasts - 
Dark Gods - monstrosities born at the dawn of 
the universe, stirring from their millennia-long 
slumber to destroy the Earth and humankind! The 
prophecies were all true! The Time of Judgement 
is at hand! Deities have awakened and decimated 
the Earth... now, humanity responds with firepower! 
You are among those who choose not to fear the 
inhuman beasts, servants of the dark deities, or 
other unspeakable forces that plague humanity. You 
have discovered the secrets of the corrupt, debased 
nobles of Bariz, tracked down cultists of the Dark 
Gods, and hunted its monstrous spawn. Welcome 
to the grim world of Nemezis! Scheduled to ship in 
June 2013.  
S2P 30100 ...............................................$24.99

belfOrT: 
The exPanSiOn exPanSiOn
The King is more demanding than ever! 
But at least he’s allowed his Assistants to 
lend a hand. Master Architect, you must 
construct the best buildings and add the 
fanciest expansions to win the key to the 
city in Belfort: The Expansion Expansion! 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
PSI TTT5002 ...............................$19.95

stuDio 2 publishinG

tAsty minstrel GAmes

eminenT dOmain: 
eScalaTiOn exPanSiOn
The time for unchecked expansion is 
over! Warmongers raise their flags over 
weaker empires, while civilized planets 
take shelter behind peace treaties. Brace 
yourself for rising tensions in Escalation, 
the latest expansion for Eminent Domain! 
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.  
PSI TTT5001 ...............................$24.95

caSTleS & cruSadeS: a11 - 
The WaSTing Way
The Grausamland - a gray mire of marsh, 
bogs, sluggish creeks, and deep pools - 
stands as a barrier to those who would 
enter the giant fortress of Aufstrag. So 
great was the menace that the Lords of 
Aufstrag long ago built a causeway - 
called The Wasting Way - giving travelers 
some shelter from the dangers. Now, The 
Wasting Way stands abandoned and in 
ruins, and travel upon it an even greater 
nightmare - a journey fraught with peril 
and one only the stout of heart dare. The 
Wasting Way is a Castles & Crusades 
adventure for characters of Levels 11-13. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
IMP TLG80211 .............................$6.99

caSTleS & cruSadeS: a12 - 
The blaSTed heaTh
The Blasted Heath finds the characters 
across the ruins of The Wasting Way, 
the great causeway that crosses the 
Grausumland, the Grey Swamps, and 
approaches the Portico, where the gates 
of the ancient towers of Aufstrag stand. 
The Blasted Heath comprises a series of 
adventures in and around the Portico; from 
what lies in the Fetid Morass, the haunting 
of the Ramp that leads to the tall gates, 
and the mystery of the blood-stained arch. 
The Blasted Heath is a Castles & Crusades 
adventure for characters of Levels 13 and 
higher. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
IMP TLG80212 .............................$6.99

troll lorD GAmes

caSTleS & cruSadeS: 
bluffSide - ciTy On The edge
From the ancient ruins of Sem La Vah, 
to the vast Undercity, to the floating port 
of Sordadon, Bluffside: City on the Edge 
promises to become the home port for 
thousands of adventurers! An original, 
portable adventure supplement designed 
to fit into any fantasy setting, or serve as 
a standalone campaign, Bluffside: City on 
the Edge introduces numerous places of 
interest, complete with adventure hooks, 
plus a dozen city districts and maps to 
explore, as well as a harvest of new class 
adaptations, races, magic items, and 
spells. Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
IMP TLG8509 .............................$19.99

caSTleS & cruSadeS: 
rOgue’S gallery
Every game has them; hosts of unnamed, 
faceless, personality-lacking brutes that 
mock both players and Castle Keepers with 
their amorphous shapes. Well, no longer! 
Brought to you by the skilled hands of Shane 
Moore, the wildly popular author of the 
Abyss Walker novels, this rogue’s gallery 
is replete with an army of Non-Player 
Characters of all races and classes, complete 
with statistics, names, and alignments. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
IMP TLG8510 ...............................$9.99

caSTleS & cruSadeS: 
TO kill a king
Queen Adyna is unhappy. Her King is not 
her lover and her lover is not the King, and 
such accidents of fate often need a guiding 
hand. The goodly King Gwgon of Gwron 
has ruled the realm for many years, but he 
has not ruled his wife, and it is her design 
to bring him low - and the character’s 
task to do it! A complex story of betrayal 
and backstabbing, steeped in intrigue 
and regicide, To Kill a King is a Castles & 
Crusades adventure for 4th Level characters. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013.  
IMP TLG8324 ...............................$6.99

tunDrA investments 

mini SleeveS maTTe black (50)
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
KMC MS1447 .................................... PI

mini SleeveS maTTe red (50)
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
KMC MS1454 .................................... PI

SleeveS hyPer 
maTTe black (80)
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
KMC HM1508 .................................... PI

SleeveS hyPer 
maTTe clear (80)
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
KMC HM1515 .................................... PI

SleeveS PaSTel Pink (80)
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
KMC S1485 ....................................... PI

rOOm SeT
SGS SGSS04 ..............................$84.00

med lab acceSSOrieS
SGS SGSS07 ..............................$35.00

TOWerS & PlaTfOrmS SeT
SGS SGSS02 ............................$102.00

WarehOuSe acceSSOrieS
SGS SGSS10 .............................. $43.00

invincible claSS 
PlaneTary gunShiP
SGS SGSS13 ..............................$84.00

invincible claSS PlaneTary 
gunShiP - deluxe verSiOn
SGS SGSS14 ............................$120.00
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SleeveS Over-Sized guard 
clear gOld ScrOll (60)
Scheduled to ship in June 2013.  
KMC CG1492 .................................... PI

darkSide Of Oz liOn 
deck PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84164-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84164-S ...................................... PI

ultrA pro

darkSide Of Oz liOn 
full vieW deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84123 ......................................... PI

darkSide Of Oz 
ScarecrOW deck PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability. NOTE: This item is sold to 
retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84163-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84163-S ...................................... PI

darkSide Of Oz ScarecrOW 
full vieW deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84122 ......................................... PI

darkSide Of Oz Tinman 
deck PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84162-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84162-S ...................................... PI

darkSide Of Oz Tinman 
full vieW deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84121 ......................................... PI

dead Wake deck 
PrOTecTOr 1
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84141-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84141-S ...................................... PI

dead Wake deck 
PrOTecTOr 2 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84142-D ..................................... PI
pack 
UPR 84142-S ...................................... PI

dead Wake deck 
PrOTecTOr 3
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84143-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84143-S ...................................... PI
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dia de lOS muerTOS 
blue full vieW deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84139 ......................................... PI

dia de lOS muerTOS 
blue Skull deck PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. NOTE: 
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84136-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84136-S ...................................... PI

dia de lOS muerTOS 
Pink full vieW deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84140 ......................................... PI

dia de lOS muerTOS Pink 
Skull deck PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84137-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84137-S ...................................... PI

dia de lOS muerTOS yellOW 
Skull deck PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. NOTE: 
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84135-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84135-S ...................................... PI

mTg TherOS deck PrOTecTOr 
SleeveS (80)
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
1
UPR 86115 ......................................... PI
2
UPR 86116 ......................................... PI
3
UPR 86117 ......................................... PI

dia de lOS muerTOS yellOW 
full vieW deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84138 ......................................... PI

mTg TherOS 
full vieW deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
1
UPR 86118 ......................................... PI
2
UPR 86119 ......................................... PI
3
UPR 86120 ......................................... PI

mTg TherOS PlaymaT
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
1
UPR 86121 ......................................... PI
2
UPR 86122 ......................................... PI
3
UPR 86123 ......................................... PI
4
UPR 86124 ......................................... PI
5
UPR 86125 ......................................... PI

mTg TherOS PrO-binder
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 86126 ......................................... PI

muSTachiOS grey deck 
PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84131-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84131-S ...................................... PI

muSTachiOS 
full vieW deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84132 ......................................... PI

muSTachiOS hOT Pink 
deck PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84130-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84130-S ...................................... PI

muSTachiOS 
WhiTe deck PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (12)
UPR 84129-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84129-S ...................................... PI

POkemOn generaTiOn 6 
2” 3-ring album
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84105 ......................................... PI

POkemOn generaTiOn 6
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
4-pOckET pOrTFOliO
UPR 84103 ......................................... PI
9-pOckET pOrTFOliO
UPR 84104 ......................................... PI

POkemOn generaTiOn 6 
PlaymaT
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84106 ......................................... PI

POkemOn generaTiOn 6 
TOP lOading deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
UPR 84108 ......................................... PI

POkemOn generaTiOn 6 
deck PrOTecTOr
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (10)
UPR 84107-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 84107-S ...................................... PI

dead Wake 
full vieW deck bOx
Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
1
UPR 84144 ......................................... PI
2
UPR 84145 ......................................... PI
3
UPR 84146 ......................................... PI
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kaiJudO Tcg: eliTe SerieS 
TriPle STrike 
deck diSPlay (6)
Featuring brand-new versions 
of popular Kaijudo creatures, 
including the three biggest Kaijudo 
fan-favorites (Rampaging Tatsurion, 
Feral Scaradorable, and Magnet 
Mech Glu-urrgle) represented with 
exclusive creature cards, Triple Strike 
introduces a 40-card, ready-to-play 
deck crafted entirely of powerful 
Kaijudo cards printed with a striking 

premium treatment that includes metallic gold borders! Offered in 6-count displays, each 
Triple Strike Deck comes complete with a 40-card, all-foil premium deck and a Quick Start 
Guide. Scheduled to ship in July 2013.
WOC A5740NHD0-D .................................................................................. $119.94

redShirTS deluxe ediTiOn
Redshirts is a fast-paced, screw-your-
buddies style card game with simple 
mechanics and a humorously irreverent 
take on many science fiction television 
series and movie tropes. You have but 
one goal: Be the first Captain to get all of 
your Redshirts killed!  Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013.  
PSI WP-1002 ..............................$26.99

zOmbieS vS WreSTlerS 
dice game
Fully compatible with Army vs Aliens 
and Pirates vs Ninjas, players in this dice 
elimination game can use special powers, 
simultaneous attacks, and utilize nuclear 
bombs and space ships. Scheduled to ship 
in October 2013.  
PSI W3D91803 ..........................$15.99

O/a gemblO
Invest in Your Mind! In the abstract, strategy 
board game Gemblo, players attempt to 
rid themselves of their translucent, colored 
pieces (made up of one to five hexagons) on 
the hexagonal field. The catch: each piece 
that you place after the first cannot touch 
previously-placed pieces of the same color.  
WMG 001 .................................$40.00

O/a Tremblex
In Tremblex, a revised version of Shake 
Shake Tower that uses the same pieces and 
nearly the same scoring method, players 
are free to place pieces as they wish on 
the tower - with one small exception that 
drives play in a unique direction. Each 
piece you place must touch one of your 
pieces already in play; if all of your pieces 
have been covered by other players, then 
you’re forced to sit out until someone else 
knocks pieces off the tower! 
WMG 002 .................................$30.00

O/a evil baby OrPhanage: 
faTe deck
This box of awesome Evil Baby Orphanage 
playing cards can be used with Mailifaux, 
Puppet Wars, and more. 
WYR 11004 ...............................$11.50

WeAselpAnts 
proDuctions 

WiGGles 3D

Wisemen GAmes
OFFErED aGaiN

WizArDs oF the coAst

WizkiDs/necA

dc herOclix: baTman 
claSSic Tv SerieS 24-cOunT graviTy feed diSPlay
Venture back to the halcyon days of the Batman classic TV series from the 
1960’s with the newest DC HeroClix gravity feed set, featuring 16 different 
figures from the fan-favorite and nostalgic TV series. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013.  
WZK 71150 .............................................................................. $71.76

WyrD miniAtures 

OFFErED aGaiN

z-mAn GAmes

carcaSSOnne: 
WinTer ediTiOn
Winter has arrived in the beautiful 
Carcassonne region, but it does not 
seem to change the spirits of the 
local population. Players still must 
build the area surrounding this 
impressive city one tile at a time by 
placing a follower on fields, cities, 
roads, or monasteries, which in 
turn will become knights, monks, 
farmers and thieves. While the 
local animals keep the followers 
company, you can also enlist the 
aid of the Gingerbread Man, who 
will help you through the cold winter 
if you use him wisely. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2013.  

ZMG 78610 .............................................................................. $34.99

zvezDA

O/a Samurai baTTleS
Samurai Battles is the perfect blend of the 
beautiful and the historic, sure to please 
every breed of wargame fan - and the 
perfect way to explore the exciting battles 
of one of the most intriguing periods in the 
history of warfare. Whether you prefer the 
Art of Tactic or Commands & Colors style 
of play, Samurai Battles offers everything a 
wargamer could desire!
ZVE 6413 ...................................$79.95

OFFErED aGaiN

dc herOclix: baTman 
claSSic Tv SerieS 
baTmObile
The perfect accompaniment to the 
DC HeroClix: Batman Classic TV 
Series Gravity Feed, the Batmobile 
roars into action! Designed with 
the HeroClix vehicles rules and 
packaged in a non-blind booster, 
the Batmobile is primed for action 
and ready to blast off in this 
exciting and classic addition to the 

DC HeroClix universe! Scheduled to ship in September 2013.  
WZK 71152 .............................................................................. $29.99
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